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It is a pleasure for K.Zhubanov Aktobe State Regional Universityto invite young scientists,
graduate students, and students to participate in the international youth scientific forum “Youth,
science and innovations”.

The program includes plenary meeting, round table, training, master-class, poster presentations.

Scientific areas of the forum:
1. Topical issues of linguistics, translation and cross-cultural communication
Form: video presentation of research

1.1 Language issues and comparative research of languages: young scientists’ view
1.2 Issues of cross cultural communication, translation and methods of teaching languages
within the context of the trilingual education

2. Psychological and pedagogical issues of modern education in the context of innovative
development
Form: training, master-class

2.1 Psychology, education, social work: relevant and prior directions in research
2.2 Topical issues of modern education science in terms of global integration

3. Topical scientific trends in development of social and humanitarian sciences: experience,
theory and practice
Form: reports and public debate

3.1 Perspectives of social and humanitarian sciences: new arguments
3.2 Economic and judicial aspects of reforms in modern conditions

4. Modern achievements in sciences and applied aspects of physics and mathematics
Form: round table discussion

4.1 Topical issues of sciences: future outlook
4.2 Mathematical modeling, information technologies, robot systems

5. New stage of industrial and innovative modernization of Kazakhstani economy: ways of
development and prospects
Form: exhibition presentation of reports, posters, models

5.1 Scientific research in technique and technology: young researchers` experience
5.2 Kazakhstan- new global realities: growth, development and reforms

6. Topical issues of social and philological sciences (in English)
Form: round table discussion

Languages: Kazakh, Russian, English



Submission guidelines
1. Email to students.conference.2017@mail.ruby 02.04.2017
-Application form
-Thesis of the article as a Word document (2 pages)
- Scanned payment cheque(indicate participation in the forum “Youth, science and innovations”)
File names are as authors` names (for instance, Muratov- application.doc, Muratov- article.doc,
Muratov- payment.doc)
2. Fee is 2500 tenge(500 rubles) for thesis (2 pages). Published article issues one copyright.
Additional copies (in case of co-author) can be purchased for 1500tenge for 1 collection.
Postal services in Kazakhstan- 1500 tenge (300 rubles) for 1collection, in CIS is 2500 tenge (500
rubles). Transfer via Kazpost.
Attention! Materials without any payments cannot be accepted or returned. Organization
committee has a right to divert the materials that are not related to the forum`s topic or
thesis editing requirements.
3. The sending organization’s takes expenses for the participation. Rooms for non-
residents will be reserved in the hotels of Aktobe.

The application form
1. First name, name, middle name (fully)
2. Status( student, master, doctor, young scholar)
3. Organization( institution: name of the university, college, school and its location)
4. Address (zip code is required)
5. Telephone with international code, mobile phone
6. Email (obligatory)
7. The title of the report
8. Direction, section
9. Form
10.Necessary technical means
11. Is it necessary to reserve a room at hotel(yes/no)

I`m intended
to present the plenary report;
to present the report at the section meeting;
to take part in the forum as a listener

Editing requirements
1. The text of two pages should be typed in Microsoft Word in accordance with following
parameters: Font Times New Roman, line spacing -1, size-12, margins- 20 mm, with justified
alignment. Formulas should be typed in Microsoft Equation 3.0. Tables, schemes, pictures
should have the title and number.
2. While editing the title and the authorship, it is necessary to keep the following regulations:
a) The title of the article must be given in the centre of the page in capital bold letters without a
comma in the end, centered;
b) The first name, surname, middle name of the authors are given symmetrically on the next line.
The authors must be listed according to the significance of their contribution in the process of
research described.



c) The information about the authors (country, city, the name of the institution, educational
establishment, position and work placement, academic degree, academic rank, faculty, major, the
year of study fully). The information about the authors is given in italics (abridgements are not
accepted). Contact e-mail is on the next line(italics, centered)
d) References to the sources are listed in the order they are mentioned with the indication of
pages, bibliography is at the end of the article.  The reference to the sources in the text is
markedin ordinal numbers in square brackets, for example: [1, p.17], the automatic placing is
prohibited.
e) Bibliography is designed at the end of the work in accordance with the rules of
bibliographical description of scientific publications. It is possible to use bold type font, italics
and bold-italics, but no capital letters and underliningare allowed.

Lexical features of translation
(1 indent)

Adilova A.N
adilova_93@mail.ru
Kazakhstan, Aktobe

K. ZhubanovAktobe regional state university
Foreign languages faculty, majorTranslation ,2nd year.

Supervisor: Muratbaev G.A.
(1 indent)

Text of the article (12 size)
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Organizational fee for a collection and certificate is 2500 tenge.
Bankdetails:
“K. ZhubanovAktobe regional state university”
Address
030000, Aktobe, Moldagulov,34 avenue
130840021720
061800327616
KZ258560000006840856
KCJBKZKX
Center Credit Bank
16
52239911
85420
Aim of the payment: participation in the forum
Organizers:
Address:
030000, Republic of Kazakhstan, Aktobe district



Aktobe, Grishinst 7a, Aktobe regional state university named after K. Zhubanov, foreign
languages faculty( room 212)
Accountable:
Iskindirova Saltanat Kuatovna -8(713-2) 51-79- 34 (foreign language faculty dean);
+7701 4493011
Ussenova Saule Galimgireevna +7777 6613454


